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Instructions: The Gentle Welcome and The Emotional 
Journey Process

Download the audio and script at www.kevinbillett.org/book-bonus

Intention: 
Th at you allow your emotions to be fully felt and deepen, allowing increasingly 
deep emotions to be experienced until you open into your essence, Source. Th en 
to verbally empty out any words associated with an old hurt or trauma, forgive 
and resolve that old issue.
Time: 
60 to 90 minutes 
Emotional level: 
Emotional to deeply emotional
What you need: 
Pen/paper, tissues
At the end: 
Short break of 30 minutes or so.

Th e Emotional Journey Process is the cornerstone of all Journeywork. Like the 
Physical Journey, it is one of the original Journey introspections and has helped 
huge numbers of people from countries all over the world to transform their lives, 
their core life experience, and enjoy a sense of freedom, peace and joy that few 
could have imagined. Th is version of the Emotional Journey has been adapted 
specifi cally for use with depression, and is a slightly simpler, more streamlined 
version of the introspection previously published in other Journey books.

Th e process requires us to open with a starting emotion, something we cur-
rently access and feel strongly. To access a strong emotion simply stop, sit, close 
your eyes, look down inside your body and remember a time when you did feel a 
strong emotion, a time when you were really triggered. 

If no strong emotion is apparent or accessible, you can use the Emotional 
Gentle Welcome process below to access an emotion before moving on to the 
main part of the process, and if you can access and feel something relatively po-
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tent as you go into the process you can skip the Emotional Gentle Welcome and 
go straight into the Emotional Journey, using the emotion you are feeling as the 
starting point.  

Th e script reader should proceed at a pace comfortable for the partner under-
going the work, and if there is any doubt about pacing can just ask if the speed 
is ok or if it needs slowing down or speeding up. Th e reader can also help the 
process by being willing to open empathetically, to be emotionally ‘in tune’ with 
the one with closed eyes so that the reading can refl ect that rapport.

Th e script then invites us to welcome the emotions that reveal themselves and 
feel them fully, as we are guided into deeper and deeper emotions. It is a bit like an 
emotional unveiling, or like uncovering a pancake stack of emotions as we progres-
sively ‘drop through’ each emotional layer and eventually open into spacious aware-
ness, our essence, Source. It is here, deeper than the thinking mind, while resting in 
spacious presence that some profound healing work can take place.

If, while opening and dropping through the various emotional layers you en-
counter layers like, ‘stuck’, ‘nothing’ or ‘void’, or ‘blackness’ please just treat them 
as if they were another emotional layer and keep gently asking ‘What’s deeper 
than this?’ or ‘What is in the heart of this?’ And if you just relax and go with the 
script it will work just fi ne.

If you are in doubt as to what needs to take place at the campfi re, simply ask 
the mentor, ‘What needs to happen (right here at this campfi re) so this issue can 
be complete and healed?’ And if, when forgiveness is asked for, it is slow or dif-
fi cult, in similar fashion you can ask the mentor, ‘What needs to happen (right 
here at this campfi re) so forgiveness can happen?’

Th e mentor is, please remember, a profoundly wise resource capable of an-
swering any question from deepest truth, absolute freedom. And you can access 
that wisdom at any point after you have welcomed the presence of a mentor.

Whenever you see “...” the reader should pause and give their partner suffi  -
cient time to fully experience the pure, raw emotion or to let the question sink in 
deeply before answering. Th e pauses may often be very short. Once they have ex-
perienced it fully move on. Start with your partner’s strongest emotional issue or 
response to the eliciting question, and repeat the highlighted section immediately 
below to guide your partner down through the emotional levels and into Source.
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Th e Emotional Journey process usually takes around an hour to an hour-and-
a-half, and it is wise to take a little relaxation time immediately afterwards, so 
please make sure you allow suffi  cient time to relax and be spacious as you process. 
Have a wonderful Emotional Journey.

Instruction: The Gentle Welcome Process

Download the audio and script at www.kevinbillett.org/book-bonus

Intention:
Th at you gently tune into your body to discover what emotions you may be feel-
ing at a deeper level. Th at you use the strongest emotion you discover as a starting 
point for the next exercise, Th e Emotional Journey process 
Time:
10 to 15 minutes
Emotional level:
Emotional to deeply emotional
What you need:
Quiet space. Pen and paper. Tissues
At the end:
Move directly on to Th e Emotional Journey Process

Emotional Gentle Welcome Process

If you are already experiencing a strong emotion, feel free to skip Th e Gentle 
Welcome Process and go straight to Th e Emotional Journey Process. Th e Gentle 
Welcome Process is optional and is designed to elicit a strong emotion, when one 
is not already being felt. Keep reading Th e Gentle Welcome only until a strong 
emotion is experienced. Once a strong emotion is felt, stop with Th e Gentle 
Welcome and go straight into Th e Emotional Journey Process, which follows 
immediately after. 

Exercise 8: Th e Gentle Welcome Process

Sometimes we all have a little diffi culty feeling our emotions. It’s natural. So let’s take 

a few moments to turn within, to open and experience what is here. So you can gently 

8
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close your eyes, take a few deep breaths in… and out… and just let your body soften, 

open and relax... Softening your face… relaxing the corners of the mouth… relaxing the 

jaw… softening the throat… relaxing the shoulders… softening the chest… opening the 

door to your own heart as you relax and soften your belly… soften your pelvic region… 

your thighs, legs… Just let your whole body relax and open. 

Now let your awareness become spacious, letting your heart be as wide as the world… 

let it become vast in front of you… boundless behind… infi nite to all sides… and just rest 

as an open sky of all acceptance… And into this vast sky of acceptance welcome all of 

your emotions… all the feelings you have ever felt… even your ancestors’ emotions… 

your love is so vast that it is big and open enough to welcome them all... 

Now turn your awareness inside the body. Your body, your being, is like a container, 

a vessel full of all kinds of emotions, all kinds of feelings and our feelings, they are like 

little kids… some are loud and attention seeking, some quiet and shy, still others have 

hidden themselves away beneath lids or behind closed doors… They may not trust you 

yet because they have been rejected so many times… so you might like to apologize to 

your feelings and let them know that for once you are going to be open, you are going 

to listen and be present to feel whatever is arising. 

And now fi nd an area of your body that might be a little tense, contracted or held in 

some way… and just breathe into that area, fl ooding it with your own love, your own ac-

ceptance, letting it soften and open… and if there were an emotion there, I wonder what 

it might be… Some of our feelings are very subtle, so just welcome whatever is here…

Or perhaps there isn’t a feeling, but rather a picture arising. If that’s the case, then how 

does the picture make you feel?... Or if this area could speak and had words, what might 

it be saying?... [Let answer]… How does that make you feel?... [Let answer]… Just wel-

come whatever is here and also whatever is not here. [Let them name an emotion and 

then say]… Where in the body does that feeling grab you most strongly?... Where in your 

body do you feel it most?... [Let answer. Write down emotion and where in body]… Just 

allow this emotion to become even fuller… [Encourage to feel fully]… Now let yourself 

come to neutral and fi nd another area where there might be a little tension, stress, hold-

ing or hiding going on… Once again fl ood it with your own love, your own acceptance… 

And if there were a feeling beginning to arise right now, what might that feeling be?... 

[Give time. Let answer]… Or if there were words, what might it be saying?... [Let an-

swer]… How do those words make you feel?... [Let answer]… Or if there was a picture, 

how does this picture make you feel?... Or perhaps there is a lid or a door. If there is a 

lid, just feel yourself peeling the lid back and ask, ‘What am I covering? What am I hiding 
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from?’… and just open into whatever emotion has shown up… How does that make you 

feel?… [Give time. Let answer and write down]... Where is it arising most strongly?... 

[Let answer and write down]… And just allow it to be even fuller… [Give time. Encour-

age to feel more fully]… Thank you… And now come to neutral… 

And now fi nd a third area where there might be some tension, contraction or holding 

going on. Breathe into that area… Let it be suffused with your own acceptance... If an 

emotion were arising here, what might it be?... [Let answer]… Or if it had words, what 

might it say?... [Let answer]… Or if there is a picture, then how does it make you feel?... 

[Let answer]… Just welcome whatever is here and whatever is not here… Perhaps there 

might even be a door here... If so, just open the door… What’s hiding behind there… 

and how does it make you feel?... [Give time. Let answer and write down]… Where do 

you feel it most strongly?... [Let answer and write down]… You can even allow it to 

become even fuller now… 

Now… of these three emotions, which is strongest for you? [Give time. Let name emotion.] 

Note: Th is strongest emotion is the starting point for the Emotional Journey. 
Ask your partner to keep their eyes closed and to keep feeling this emotion. Th en 
move on to Th e Emotional Journey script.


